Industrial needs are evolving fast towards more flexible manufacture schemes. As a consequence, it is often required to adapt the plant production to the demand, which can be volatile depending on the application. This is why it is important to develop tools that can monitor the condition of the process working under varying operational conditions. Canonical Variate Analysis (CVA) is a multivariate data driven methodology which has been demonstrated to be superior to other methods, particularly under dynamically changing operational conditions. These comparative studies normally use computer simulated data in benchmark case studies such as the Tennessee Eastman Process Plant [1] . The aim of this work is to provide a benchmark case to demonstrate the ability of different monitoring techniques to detect and diagnose artificially seeded faults in an industrial scale multiphase flow experimental rig. The changing operational conditions, the size and complexity of the test rig make this case study an ideal candidate for a benchmark case that provides a test bed for the evaluation of novel multivariate process monitoring techniques performance using real experimental data. In this paper, the capabilities of CVA to detect and diagnose faults in a real system working under changing operating conditions are assessed and compared with other methodologies. The results obtained demonstrate that CVA can be effectively applied for the detection and diagnosis of faults in real complex systems, and reinforce the idea that the performance of CVA is superior to other algorithms.
Nomenclature

Introduction
Data driven methods are widely used for fault detection and diagnosis applications in real industrial systems. In particular, multivariate monitoring techniques such as the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [2] or the Partial Least Squares (PLS) can take into account the correlation between the different variables measured in the process, and they show advantages against the traditional univariate methods [3] . However, there is a need for more effective techniques that can deal with problems like changing operational conditions or nonlinear systems [3] [4] [5] . Ku et al. [6] proposed the use of lagged variables to take into account time correlation to extend PCA to dynamic system monitoring (DPCA). Similarly, a dynamic version of PLS was proposed by Komulainen [7] . Despite of their success, DPCA and DPLS have been reported not to be as efficient as other state-space based methodologies such as Canonical Variate Analysis (CVA) when applied to systems working under variable loading conditions, principally due to the representation of the system dynamics [8; 9] . Other popular approaches typically used for condition monitoring are neural networks, machine learning or fault-tree analysis [10; 11] .
The literature gives examples of successful application of different improved algorithms based on wellknown techniques such as PCA [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , PLS [17; 18] , and CVA [8; 17] for fault detection and diagnosis using computer simulated data. Particularly, the Tennessee Eastman process simulator [1] has been widely used for the assessment and comparison of the performance of different algorithms due to its realistic level of complexity and the challenges attached to the fact that it is a highly non-linear system. The popularity of this particular benchmark case is demonstrated by the high number of researchers who have used it in the last years to prove the validity of a large variety of approaches based on PCA [19] [20] [21] [22] , PLS [23; 24] , CVA [25; 26] , Fisher Discriminant Analysis (FDA) [27] , Latent Subspace Projection (LSP) [28] , Sensitive Fault Analysis (SFA) [29] or Bayesian Networks [30; 31] among others.
Canonical Variate Analysis is a data driven methodology which maximizes the correlation between two sets of variables [10] . In the recent years, different researchers have applied CVA for fault detection and diagnosis using computer simulated data [4; 8; 9; 32] , data acquired in small test rigs [33] or particular parts of a system [34] . Despite this success, there are no examples of application of CVA in real and complex systems working under varying operational conditions. This underlines the authors' motivation for generating a common benchmark case study which can be used for the assessment of novel process monitoring techniques using real data available in the public domain for the assessment of new monitoring techniques.
In the light of these challenges, this paper provides a significant contribution in the following aspects:
 Generate a benchmark case study for the development of new monitoring techniques and its implementation in real industrial facilities [35] .  Study the capabilities of CVA as a method capable of detecting faults in real systems working under variable operating conditions  Compare the performance of CVA against other traditional monitoring algorithms such as PCA, PLS and their dynamic approaches  Evaluate the benefits of using Kernel Density Estimators (KDE) for the estimation of health indicators' threshold in systems with important influence of non-linearity This paper presents the results obtained after the application of CVA to experimental data acquired in the three-phase flow facility at Cranfield University, which is comparable to a small industrial multiphase flow separation process. In this case study, different faults were introduced deliberately in the system, simulating typical faults that can be expected in real plants such as blockages, incorrect system operation or nonconventional operating conditions. The data sets were acquired under changing operational conditions, modifying the flow rate set points to ensure that the fault detection was undertaken not only in the steady-state regime. The changing operational conditions and the non-linear nature of the multiphase flow process, together with the size and complexity of the test rig make this case study an ideal candidate as a benchmark case that can be used for the evaluation of novel multivariate process monitoring techniques based on real experimental data. The objective of the analysis of the acquired data in this investigation is to assess the performance of CVA as a method capable of detecting faults in systems working under variable operating conditions. Additional tests were carried out using data sets acquired under steady operational conditions, and the performance of CVA for the detection and diagnosis of faults was compared with other methodologies such as PCA, DPCA, PLS and DPLS using the data sets acquired under single or multiple steady operational conditions. The paper is organized as follows: The methodology used is described in section 2, including the CVA application procedure (2.1) and the experimental set up for the benchmark case study (2.2) . Section 3 shows and
discusses the results obtained from the analysis of the data sets. The parameter tuning and algorithm training is discussed in 3.1. A detailed discussion of the results obtained in terms of fault detection and diagnosis using CVA for two of the data sets is presented in 3.2. The results obtained for all the data sets produced using different process monitoring algorithms are analysed and compared in 3.3. Finally the study is concluded in section 4.
Methodology
CVA for fault detection in industrial processes
The application procedure of CVA is similar to other multivariate algorithms for condition monitoring: it requires an initial data set acquired under normal operation conditions to train a model, which is used to calculate the transformation matrices and the thresholds for the health indicators. In an application, it is possible to monitor the process by simply converting the high-dimensional acquired data into the indicators using the transformation matrices. The value of these indicators compared with the threshold calculated during the training stage will determine the presence or absence of detected faults.
The objective of CVA is to find the linear combinations that maximize the correlation between two sets of variables. In order to take into account time correlations, the observation vector y is expanded at each time point k by considering p past and f future measurements (each one containing m variables), generating the past and future observation vectors y p , k and y f , k respectively:
The data are normalized to 0 mean in each different variable to avoid domination of those variables with higher absolute values measured:
where y p,k and y f,k represent the sample means of y p,k and y f,k respectively. The optimal number of past and future lags (p and f) considered in the analysis can be determined using the autocorrelation function of the summed squares of all measurements [3] . All the past and future vectors are arranged together in different columns generating the past and future matrices Y p and Y f :
where M=N-f-p+1 for a data set of N observations. The covariance and cross-covariance matrices of past and future matrices can be estimated as follows:
The canonical variates can be derived through the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the scaled Hankel matrix: (10) where: The transformation matrices J and L, which convert the mp-dimensional past measurements to the rdimensional canonical variates and residuals, can be calculated as:
The canonical variates z k and the residuals ε k are calculated at each time point k by projecting the k th normalised past measurement in (3) . Left multiplying J and L to the past matrix, Y p in (5) leads to: (13) (14) where the columns of Z and E are z k and ε k respectively, which are the canonical variates and the residuals at different sampling points. The statistical indicators that provide information about the health of the system can be obtained converting the available past observations into a lower dimensional data. The statistical indicators more frequently used are the Hotelling T 2 statistic and Q statistic.
where z i,k and ε i,k are the (i,k) th elements of Z and Ε matrices, respectively.
The upper control limits (UCL) for T 2 and Q can be calculated for a given significance level α such that
UCL (α))= α and P(Q<Q UCL (α))= α respectively. Normally these control limits are calculated by assuming that the measurements follow a Gaussian distribution. However, this is not the case for nonlinear systems, which makes this assumption invalid. Odiowei and Cao [3] developed a methodology to solve this issue by estimating the actual probability density function of the statistical indicators using Kernel Density Estimations (KDE). The probability of a random variable x (with a probability density function p(x)) to be smaller than a certain value s is defined as: (17) where p(x) can be calculated through the kernel function K:
where h is the selected bandwidth (see [3] ) and x k is the k th sample of x. By replacing x k with T k 2 and Q k obtained from (15) and (16) respectively, it is possible to estimate the probability density function of T 2 and Q. The respective control limits for these statistics correspond to s in (17) , obtained by solving P(x<s)= α.
The T 2 metric represents the total variation of the canonical variates indicating changes in the retained space. Q is also known as the squared prediction error and represents the sum of the squared variation error in the
residual space. Both indicators are complementary; some faults can cause a variability increment in the retained space whilst others will be manifested as an increment in the residual space variability. For this case study the event of fault detection will be considered every time any of the indicators exceed the respective UCL. This makes the monitoring performance insensitive to r, the number of canonical variates retained [3] .
Following this procedure, the values of the indicators calculated during the training period are representative for the normal system, i.e. in absence of any faults. The thresholds are calculated for a selected level of significance looking at the probability density functions of these indicators. Any deviation in the behaviour of the system caused by faults will cause an increment in the value of these indicators, reaching the threshold and producing an alarm. This means that the threshold has a statistic significance, as the indicator value is below the for the selected significance level, which represent normal conditions without any fault. If the training data is representative, the algorithm should ideally be able to accommodate the value of the indicator below the threshold if no faults are present. Certainly, if data of a new normal operation condition, which is not included in the train data, is obtained, then both the detection model and the threshold need to be updated. Such an update can be done off-line or on-line. The later one is the so called adaptive approach, however, it is beyond the scope of this work.
In the event of fault detection it is crucial to locate the source of the fault in order to understand the source of the problem and undertake the best maintenance action. Chiang et al. [10] suggested the use of contribution plots to estimate how much each one of the variables contributed to the final value of the statistical indicator. In CVA, the contribution c of each variable j ŷ to the final value of each canonical variate z i can be calculated as: (20) where γ i is the singular value corresponding to the loading vector J i . The total contribution C of the j th process variable y j can be obtained as: (21) This technique has been successfully applied by other researchers to fault identification [36] [37] [38] [39] . Once a fault has been detected, it is possible to prioritize the variables responsible for fault identification based on their individual contributions, and the plant engineers can use this information together with their plant knowledge to determine the origin of the fault.
Description of the Three-phase Flow Facility
The Three-phase Flow Facility at Cranfield University is designed to provide a controlled and measured flow rate of water, oil and air to a pressurized system. Fig. 1 shows a simplified sketch of the facility. The test area consists of pipelines with different bore sizes and geometries, and a gas and liquid two-phase separator (0.5 m diameter and 1.2 m high) at the top of a 10.5 meters high platform. It can be supplied with single phase of air, water and oil, or a mixture of those fluids, at required rates. Finally the fluid mixtures are separated in an 11 m 3 horizontal three-phase separator at ground level (GS500). The air is returned to the atmosphere and the emulsions of oil and water are separated in their respective coalescers (CW500 and CO500, both having a capacity of 1.5 m 3 approximately) before returning to their respective storage tanks (T200 and T100). The capacity of both storage tanks is approximately 12.5 m 3 .
Air is supplied by a union of two compressors which are capable to deliver a flow rate up to 0.4 m 3 /s at 0.7 MPa. The compressed air is received in an 8 m 3 vessel (R300) to dampen pressure fluctuations, then, it is filtered of droplets and particles and cooled before passing through the air flow meter FT305 and the pneumatic valve VC302 that controls the air flow. The water and oil are stored in tanks T100 and T200 and then supplied independently through multistage Grundfos CR90-5 pumps (PO1 and PO2), each one of which can provide up to 0.0278 m 3 /s at 1 MPa with their rotational speed controlled by frequency variable inverters. The water flow rate is measured by FT104 and oil flow rate by FT204. The water and oil flow rates are controlled by pneumatic valves VC101 and VC201, respectively.
After the mixture, the fluids can flow either through a 4" diameter flow loop which has a 55 m long and 2°d ownward inclined pipeline leading to a 10.5 m high catenary riser or via a 2" flow loop which is a 40 m long horizontal pipeline, connecting to a 10.5 m long vertical riser. Both flowlines are connected to the two phase separator but can be isolated from each other by manual valve manifolds in both ends of the flowlines. During all the experiments adopted in this benchmark case the 4" line was used exclusively, except for the study of a particular fault (Fault Case 6), where the 2" line was also involved. In the rig there is an alternative 4" line which can carry the flow directly from the mixing point to the 3 phase separator, bypassing the riser and the top separator. This line is labelled as "BYPASS" and marked in dashed red in Fig. 1 .
There are sensors measuring pressure at the air supply line before the mixing point (PT312), and along the 4" line at the bottom of the riser (PT401), at the top of the riser (PT408), inside of the top separator (PT403) and inside of the three-phase separator (PT501). The flow rate in the 4" line at the top of the riser can be measured by FT407, which also provides measurements of the density and the temperature. FT406 provides the measurements of the mass flow rate, density and temperature at the bottom outlet of the top separator. The liquid level inside of the top separator is measured by LI405 and controlled by VC402. The pressure of the 3-phase separator is controlled by VC501, while the levels between the different phases are measured by LI502 and LI504 respectively. In addition, the pressure in the 2" line at the bottom of the riser is measured by PT417. The valves and sensors which control the level between phases in the coalescers have not been shown in Fig. 1 for simplicity. The whole system is managed using Delta V [40] a Fieldbus based supervisory, control and data acquisition (SCADA) system supplied by Emerson Process Management. Time stamped data of different variables can be retrieved, processed and visualized. The data can also be saved for post-processing.
In this study, all the data was captured at a sampling rate of 1 Hz. The variables used include 24 different process variables (see Table 1 ) and two process inputs (air and water flow rate set point). Variable number 24 (pressure in mixture zone 2" line, PT417) was only included in the analysis of Faulty Case 6, while the first 23 variables were used in all the faulty cases studied as well as for algorithm training. Only air and water were used in all the experiments and the three phase separator was always pressurized to 0.1 Mpa. 
Description of the data sets
Normal operation
In order to obtain data representing normal operating conditions, three data sets (T1, T2 and T3) were acquired from the system. The set points of air and water flow rates were deliberately varied during the tests to obtain data from the process working under variable operating conditions. To ensure that the conditions during normal operation were representative, 20 different combinations of air and water flow rates (see Table 2 ) were tested for each one of the three training data sets. In each one of them, the flow conditions were changed, though not identically, in order to obtain a good variety of large, small, long and slow process changes happening in different directions (increment or decrement). The objective of this variety in the operational conditions is to ensure that the dynamics of the system are captured in all circumstances. These set points were selected in order to cover the available range of flow rate that the facility can supply through VC101 and VC302, avoiding excessively low flow rates to ensure that the conditions introduced will not generate slugging in the riser. Table 2 represents the typical air and water flow rate set points selected during the experiments, while Fig. 2 shows the air and water flow rates measured during each one of the training data sets. 
Operation with seeded faults
In addition to the training data sets, different sets of data were acquired from the system working in faulty conditions after seeding six different faults into the system. These faults were used in order to simulate typical malfunctions that could be experienced in a real system such as blockages in the pipelines, wrong system operation or abnormal operating conditions. The faults were introduced after a certain time of normal operation in order to investigate changes in the health indicators. These faults were introduced gradually when possible, in order to observe how the severity of the fault affects the indicator. After reaching a certain level of severity the fault condition was removed, returning the system to normal conditions. Details about the fault start time and fault end time for the different data sets can be found in the description of the corresponding fault scenario. During these tests the flow rate conditions were changed in a similar way as was undertaken for normal operation. There are additional data sets acquired under constant flow rate conditions which allow the observation of the fault effects on the different measured variables without disturbances created by changes in the air and water flow rates. Table 3 summarizes the different faults tested. Each one of the subsections explains how a fault was introduced together with details about the duration of the data sets, flow rate conditions and the instants when faults were introduced or removed, which are summarized in tables. 
Fault Case 1: Air line blockage
Just before the air, water and oil supply lines are joined at the mixing point, there are individual manual valves for each one of the lines. The fault introduced in this fault case was to gradually close the manual valve of the air line simulating an air blockage that develops over time. The valve angle was measured using a protractor attached to the valve in order to record the fault evolution, but this measurement was not included in the measurement list for monitoring. At the beginning of the experiments the valve was fully open (normal conditions) and then, the valve was gradually closed to introduce the fault condition simulating the blockage. For this fault case three data sets were acquired, one set under changing operational conditions (1.1) and another two sets had constant air and water flow rates (1.2 and 1.3, see Table 4 ). 
Fault Case 2: Water line blockage
This fault is exactly the same as the fault introduced in Fault Case 1, with the difference that in this fault case the water line valve was closed gradually to simulate the blockage instead of the air line valve. Despite the similarity of the fault to the air line blockage, the consequences are expected to be different. The main reason is that the physical properties of air and water (especially density and viscosity) are considerably dissimilar. For this fault case, three data sets were acquired, one under changing operational conditions (2.1) and two more sets with constant air and water flow rates (2.2 and 2.3, see Table 5 ). 
Fault case 3: Top separator input blockage
In this fault case, the type of fault introduced is similar to the air and water line blockage. The main difference is that the valve involved in this fault case is VC404 (top separator input). The valve can be operated remotely from the control room and the angular position can be accurately observed. This allows a precise observation of how the fault severity affects the condition monitoring performance. Again this measurement was not included in the data analyses for fault detection and diagnosis. The fault was introduced in most cases with a fast evolution in a first instance due to the inherent behaviour of ball valves: in this type of valves the change in the pressure drop is almost insignificant for valve positions near the fully open position, but it is much more sensitive to changes near the fully closed position. For this fault case three data sets were acquired, one of them under changing operational conditions (3.1) and two more with constant air and water flow rates (3.2 and 3.3, see Table 6 ). 
Fault Case 4: Open direct bypass
Under fault mode 4 a leakage at the bottom of the riser was simulated, causing a lack of flow in the test area. The 4" bypass line can direct the multiphase flow after the mixing point to the 3-phase separator, bypassing the riser. There are valves at the beginning and at the end of this alternative line to isolate it from the rest of the system, and in normal conditions they are always closed. These valves were opened gradually during the tests to direct the flow at the bottom of the riser through the bypass line, simulating a leakage at this point. For this fault case three data sets were acquired, one set under changing operational (4.1) conditions and other two with constant air and water flow rates (4.2 and 4.3, see Table 7 ). is a transient phenomenon that can occur in risers with multiphase flow when the velocities of the gas and the liquid are relatively low. The liquid tends to accumulate in the base of the riser blocking the gas flow. Due to this blockage, the pressure builds upon the blockage until it is sufficient to flush the liquid (and the gas) out of the riser. After this surge, the liquid remaining in the riser falls down, creating a new blockage and starting the cycle again. This phenomenon is typical for offshore oil production systems, where multiphase hydrocarbon fluids travel from an oil filed along a long pipeline on the sea bed to a riser connecting to a separation process on an offshore oil rig. It can produce large amplitude fluctuations in the pressure and flow rates, which can affect and damage the equipment [42] . The fault was introduced by reducing the air and water flow rates to regimes where slugging is produced. During the test, the flow rate was varying at different points from normal to slugging conditions. For this fault case, 2 data sets were acquired; both of them under changing operational conditions (see Table 8 ). For data set 5.1 slugging conditions were introduced and removed twice during the experiment (referred in Table 8 as Fault 1 and Fault 2), while for data set 5.2 slugging was introduced at three different stages of the experiment (referred in Table 8 as Fault 1, Fault 2 and Fault 3). 
Fault Case 6: Pressurization of the 2" line
In the fault cases presented previously the 4" line was used to carry the flow to the top of the riser. In these conditions, the 2" line is totally isolated from the rest of the system and thus it should not be pressurized. In the top of the riser, just before the input of the top separator there is a bridge with a valve that connects the 4" and the 2" line. The fault was introduced as a result of opening this bridge valve but keeping both sides of the 2" isolated from the rest of the installation. The objective of this fault condition is to simulate an unusual operation of the system that in a real process can cause degradation in the performance or in the output product quality or even safety issues. This fault should not affect the flow conditions in the 4" line or other parts of the rig, but it will pressurize the 2" line. In this particular fault case, an additional variable was measured and included in the analysis. This variable is the pressure measured in the bottom of the riser in the 2" line by PT417. For this fault case, 2 data sets were acquired (6.1 and 6.2), both of them under changing operational conditions (see Table 9 ). 
Results and discussion
The results provided by the application of CVA to the training and monitoring data sets introduced above are presented in this section. As an example, data sets 3.1 (a gradual degradation fault) and 5.2 (an abrupt fault) are analysed in detail, including plots of the operational conditions during the test (measured flow rates and fault evolution) as well as the results obtained from the CVA application (T 2 and Q indicators and contribution plots at the moment of fault detection). The plots representing CVA fault detection results for each analysis contain the T 2 and Q indicators plotted as solid black lines, while the threshold is plotted as a grey dashed line. The fault starting and ending points in each data set analysed are represented by a vertical dashed black line. The results obtained for all data sets are summarized in 3.3
Training data sets and selection of tuning parameters
The first step for the application of CVA is to select the number of past and future lags considered (p and f) and the number of canonical variates retained (r). This will allow the construction of the past and future matrices and the calculation of the transformation matrices and UCL for the thresholds. The optimal number of past and future lags considered in the analysis can be determined by computing the autocorrelation function of the summed squares of all measurements [3] . This function measures the cross correlation between a signal and a delayed version of itself at different lags. In this way, it is possible to determine for how long the correlation of the signal with past lags is significant, and thus only the lags which are relevant are selected. Fig. 3 shows an example of autocorrelation function for the training data set T1 against a confidence bound of ±5 %.
For this study p and f were set to 15 according to the results obtained from the analysis of the autocorrelation function of the three training data sets. Different methodologies have been suggested to determine the optimal number of canonical variates retained r. Some of the most popular are those based on considering the dominant singular values in the matrix D [43] and methodologies based on the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [10] . Fig. 4 shows the normalized singular values obtained from (10) . In this particular case, the singular values decrease slowly and setting the number of retained canonical variates based on the dominant singular values will derive in an unrealistic model [3] . However, the value of r does affect the false alarm rate. In this work, three normal condition data sets were jointly analysed to determine the best value of r, as described below, where a confidence bound of 99 % was considered for the calculation of the UCL.
Traditionally, process monitoring considers only a single operating mode. In this case, only one normal operation data set is required for off-line training. For monitoring under varying operating conditions, it is important to ensure that the monitoring model trained covers all normal operational conditions. However, in practice, a single data set may not be able to cover all possible normal conditions. In this work, in order to obtain a richer and reliable training set that covers all the spectrum of operational conditions, the data sets acquired under normal operational conditions were combined. The combination was done by calculating the past and future matrices individually for each data set according to (5) and (6) and then the matrices obtained were joined, producing a new matrix that combines the data of several sets. The original length of the data sets was 10372 s for T1, 9825 s for T2 and 13200 s for T3. A total of 23 variables (variables 1 to 23 in Table 1 ) were included in the algorithm for training in the study of Faulty Cases 1 to 5, while for the study of Faulty Case 6 variable 24 was added to the analysis. Additional details about these data sets were provided in section 2.2.1.
These three data sets were mixed in pairs generating 3 different combined sets. The objective of analysing these three different data sets is to see which training data set combination produces a lower false alarm rate when the remaining data set is used during the monitoring period. In order to select the optimal number of canonical variates retained r, CVA was performed for each one of the three combined training data sets using a range of values for this parameter with the objective of selecting the value that minimises the false alarm rate. For low values of r the number of false alarms is high because the retained space is not able to represent accurately the states of the system and consequently the number of the T 2 threshold violations increases. On the other hand if the number of canonical variates selected is too high it results in the model overfitting the data [10] , increasing again the false alarm rate. The data set combination which produced lower false alarm rates was T2 and T3 (see Fig. 5 ). After several analyses testing different values for r for each combination of data sets finally r=25 was adopted which minimizes the false alarm rate in normal conditions according to the results represented in Fig. 5 . Table 10 summarises the results obtained from this analysis for the parameter r=25: These results show that the combination of T1 and T2 for training is not able to capture accurately all the systems variations that occurred during T3, obtaining a high number of points over the limit especially for the Q indicator. The number of points over the threshold using the combination T1 and T3 for the training stage and T2 for monitoring produced slightly better results, but it is obvious that the combination which produced the best results capturing the system dynamics and consequently reducing the number of threshold violations was T2 and T3. For this reason, the combined T2 and T3 data set was finally adopted to derive the transformation matrices and upper control limits of T 2 and Q for online monitoring.
Analysis of results obtained for data sets 3.1 and 5.2
In data set 3.1, the simulated blockage was introduced by manipulating the valve VC404 (top separator input) which is operated pneumatically. Fig. 6 shows the evolution of the fault (position of valve VC404) and operating conditions (air and water flow rate measurements) during the test. The first fault detection happens in sample 1230 for the T 2 statistical indicator and 1324 for the Q indicator after 4 short false alarms. Those time points correspond to a valve opening of 60 % and 45 % respectively. Both indicators fall back to below the UCL values when the fault is removed by opening the valve completely. The contribution plots at the fault detection time (sample 1230) are represented in Fig. 7(b) . In this case the variable contributing most to the final value of the T 2 statistical indicator is the differential pressure over the valve VC404 (PT408-PT403), pointing precisely to an excessive pressure loss in this valve. It is important to mention that the position of the valve VC404 was not included in the measurement list. The contribution of the level in the 3-phase separator (LI504) is also significant. For the Q indicator, the most significant variables are the differential pressure over the valve VC404 (PT408-PT403), and the pressure measured at the bottom of the riser (PT401).
The fault seeded in data set 5.2 was introduced by reducing the air and water flow rates to regimes where slugging is produced. During the tests, the flow rate was varying at different points from normal to slugging conditions. Fig. 8 (a) represents the operational conditions selected for data set 5.2, where the flow rate combinations which are expected to produce slugging are shaded in grey. The pressure measured in the bottom of the riser (PT401) is represented in Fig. 8 (b) , where it can be seen the pressure oscillations caused by slugging. Fault detection and diagnosis results for data set 5.2 are represented in Fig. 9 . The fault detections happened at samples 1716, 7075 and 8171 for the T 2 statistical indicator and 1643 and 8103 for the Q indicator after one short false alarm. The detection of the second period of slugging is complicated in the Q indicator because it was already over the threshold limit before the introduction of slugging, where the flow rate conditions were in a transition zone between slugging and normal. In this particular case, both indicators fluctuate with time under slugging conditions due to the repetitive nature of the phenomenon, but the threshold is only reached under slugging conditions and also in transition zones in case of the Q indicator. In this case the variables contributing more to the final value of the T 2 statistical indicator at the first detection point (sample 1643) are the density of the fluid at the top of the riser, differential pressure between the top and the bottom of the riser, and the bottom riser pressure (PT401). These are the key variables normally used to characterise slugging. The most significant variables for the value of the Q indicator at this time point are the flow rate at the top of the riser and the density measured at the same point.
Results summary
This subsection summarizes the results obtained in terms of fault detection for all data sets analysed. The results obtained by the application of CVA with KDE are compared with the results obtained by the application of PCA, DPCA, PLS and DPLS with and without KDE for the calculation of the indicators' thresholds. For the PCA, DPCA, PLS and DPLS analyses, the number of retained components was set to 5 in order to cover 85 % of the covariance, and the number of lags considered in DPCA and DPLS was set to 5. For the PLS and DPLS analyses, the air and water set points were selected to construct the predictor matrix, while the measurements taken from the system were used in the predicted matrix. For the calculation of the UCL a confidence bound of 99 % was used in all cases. Table 11 and Table 12 show the results obtained in terms of detection rate. This is calculated as the percentage of observations that produced indicator values over the threshold during each faulty case studied. The start and end points considered for each data set were described in section 2.2.2. The fact that most faults were introduced gradually makes it more difficult to identify the start and end of the fault. For this performance analysis it was established that the starting point of each fault will be the instant when the system was first manipulated to seed the fault. In the particular case of data sets 5.1 and 5.2 where the faulty conditions were introduced and removed 2 and 3 times respectively in each experiment, the start and end of the faulty conditions is considered as the instant when the flow rate set point expected to produce slugging was introduced or changed.
Those fault cases where the indicator produced no successful detection because the threshold was not reached consistently at any point between the fault start and end are indicated in the tables as "ND". This includes those fault cases where the indicator reached the threshold value only for short periods of time between the fault start and end, returning rapidly to normal values. The fault cases where the event of fault detection was impossible to determine because the indicator value was already over the threshold before the fault introduction are identified as "OT".
The false alarm rates presented in Table 13 and Table 14 are calculated as the percentage of observations outside the fault region when the indicator exceeds the threshold. The detection times presented in Table 15 and   Table 16 are calculated as the difference between the fault detection time and the fault starting time. The detection time is the first time instance followed a significant number of consecutive time instances with the T 2 and Q indicators above their thresholds correspondingly. The objective of this approach is to avoid short false alarms produced by an indicator before the actual detection of the fault.
Detection rate
The results from Table 11 about the detection rate observed using the T 2 statistic show that PCA and DPCA have a similar rate of detection success. The detection rate observed by adding KDE for the calculation of the indicator threshold is also very similar for both algorithms, and no significant improvement was found in comparison with the Gaussian assumption. The performance of PLS was slightly better than PCA and DPCA, but in most cases it was impossible to determine the fault detection event using DPLS due to the unrealistically low value obtained from the threshold estimation. The DPLS results were massively improved adding KDE for the calculation of a more realistic threshold, obtaining similar results than for the rest of algorithm s. Similarly, it was impossible in most cases to determine the success rate of CVA due to the low threshold value estimated using the Gaussian assumption, but the results were improved by adding KDE, obtaining better detection rates than with any other method.
It is important to mention that in the particular fault case 2, PCA and DPCA failed to produce consistent fault detections. The fault detections provided by PLS and DPLS produced a high false alarm rate (Table 13) , consequently only CVA with KDE was able in this case to produce consistent and reliable fault detection. The results obtained from the analysis of the detection rate using the Q statistic (Table 12 ) indicate a similar trend to T 2 . DPCA shows a better performance than PCA and the addition of KDE reduces slightly the detection rate of both methods due to the higher threshold value obtained. DPLS performance is better than PLS, but again this performance is slightly reduced by the addition of KDE, although the real benefit of KDE will be seen in the false alarm rate. The detection rate of CVA is better than the rate observed for other techniques. Again the addition of KDE to CVA reduces slightly the detection rate due to the higher threshold estimated, but this small decrement will be rewarded by a large reduction of the false alarm rate.
In the particular fault case 2, the Q statistic seems to have the inverse effect than T 2 . In this case PCA and DPCA were able to produce consistent fault detection with relatively high detection rate, although the false alarm rate was also high for these algorithms (see Table 14 ). In the other hand, the Q statistic obtained from CVA with KDE was not able to detect this fault satisfactorily. 
False alarm
In terms of T 2 false alarms (Table 13 ), PCA and DPCA showed a similar performance, which really was improved by the introduction of KDE .This improved performance caused by the addition of KDE is even more evident in the case of PLS and DPLS, which show the best results together with CVA including also KDE for the estimation of the threshold. The results obtained from this analysis evidence the major improvements obtained when KDE is used to estimate the threshold of the indicators. Despite this improvement, fault case 2 was not detected by PCA and PLS based algorithms, which is an example of the superior performance of CVA. In the case of false alarms observed in the Q statistic (Table 14) , PCA showed a better performance than DPCA, but those differences are minimal after the addition of KDE, which again caused a massive improvement in the false alarm rate. Similarly PLS presents lower rates of false alarms than DPLS and the latter one improved its performance remarkably with the addition of KDE. CVA shows a relatively high rate of false alarms, but this rate is reduced when adding KDE, obtaining the best results among all the algorithms studied although fault 2 was not detected by the Q statistic. 
Detection time
In terms of detection time using T 2 (Table 15) , DPCA shows a faster response in some cases compared with PCA. The detection time is slightly increased for both algorithms after the addition of KDE due to the higher threshold estimated. Similarly, DPLS with KDE presents lower detection times than PLS with KDE in most cases, improving also the performance observed in DPCA, but the algorithm which showed the fastest reaction to the faults was CVA with KDE. In fault case 4, the differences in detection time between algorithms are minimal, which together with the low false alarm rates shows this fault is relatively easy to detect for all the algorithms tested.
Using the Q indicator the fault reaction time (   Table 16) is similar for PCA and DPCA, but DPCA produced slightly better results. The addition of KDE in these cases again increases the detection time. DPLS performs better than PLS but after the addition of KDE the performance of both algorithms is similar, and slower compared with the Gaussian assumption. CVA shows the fastest performance, which is slightly reduced by the addition of KDE. 
Conclusion
Despite the success reported by many researchers in the application of different data driven methods for fault detection and diagnosis using computer simulated data and real data acquired in different experimental rigs and industrial facilities, there is a lack of a common benchmark case for the comparison of the performance of these methods using real process data. This work is presented with the aim of providing a benchmark case study to prove the effectiveness of different methodologies for the detection and diagnosis of faults in processes working under varying operational conditions. In this case study, many faults were introduced gradually in order to simulate the natural process of degradation expected in real systems, but also to provide data sets where the detection rate of different monitoring methods can be clearly compared. CVA was applied to sets of data obtained in a large scale test rig where different process faults were seeded under varying operational conditions. The faults were successfully detected using the T 2 and Q metrics. Normally the fault detection happened earlier for the Q statistic but on the other hand, Q produced a higher number of false alarms than T 2 . This indicates that the Q statistic was slightly oversensitive for these particular conditions. This phenomenon has already been reported by other researchers [10] and it has been attributed to the fact that most faults tend to alter the underline model different from normal operation condition, hence causing residual errors increase rather than magnifying the variation in the model space determined based on normal operations. Contribution plots were used to locate those measurements which are more severely affected by the fault in order to help in the process of fault diagnosis once a fault has been detected. The results obtained for the T 2 contribution plots were always related with the fault introduced and, combined with knowledge about the process, could have been used for fault identification. In the other hand the Q contribution plots were not always as clear as the T 2 plots. This was probably caused by the mentioned oversensitivity of the Q indicator; as a consequence any small variation in the residual space is represented in the contribution plots, sharing the contribution between several variables which complicates the fault detection. These results demonstrate that CVA can be effectively applied for the detection and diagnosis of faults in real complex systems working under variable operating conditions.
When comparing the performance of CVA including KDE with other methodologies it is clear that this method is superior to the rest in terms of detection rate, false alarm rate and detection time. For fault detection, CVA with KDE produced a higher detection rate in most cases and, when it was not the case, the higher rate obtained using other method had a much higher false alarm rate as a consequence (see for example data sets 3.2 and 4.2). It is noticeable that the use of KDE for the calculation of the thresholds improved the performance of all the algorithms in terms of false alarms rate. In some of the studied faulty cases it was not possible to use the results obtained for fault detection if the thresholds were calculated using the Gaussian assumption because the indicator value was higher than the threshold during the whole experiment. This evidences that the Gaussian assumption in this case was unrealistic due to high nonlinearities in the system, which made almost essential the use of KDE for threshold estimation. Despite the superior performance showed by CVA with KDE, the detection of the fault introduced in Fault Case 2 proved to be particularly challenging. The faults introduced in this case were not detected by the Q indicator, and the detection rates provided by T 2 were relatively low, which evidences the need to develop improved algorithms for these particular fault scenarios in future.
